
 

The anchor chain refers to the component that attaches the 

anchor to the boat or structure and is usually referred to as the 

anchor rode (or anchor cable). It is superior to conventional 

methods in terms of strength and load-bearing. 
How are Anchor Chains Made? Anchor chains are made of high-

strength steel, which is resistant to corrosion and abrasion. The 

steel is typically alloyed with other metals such as manganese, 

chromium, and nickel to increase its strength and durability. 
Its primary purpose is to provide a mechanism for ships and boats 

to hold their position either during berthing and mooring 

operations at ports or for large offshore installations such as semi-

submersible oil rigs to remain stationary above an oil deposit 
The length of the single chain (27.5Mtr)  of the anchor chain is 

derived from the imperial unit fathom. It is a unique unit of length 

for sea use; 1 fathom is equal to 1.8288 meters, probably a person 

it is the length of the white man's arms. It is easy to measure at sea. 

It is similar to the source of the foot. 
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KANTER SHACKLE   
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2. Specifications 

of Kenter 

Shackle 

Materials: 

CM490/CM690 

Grade: U2/U3 

The kenter shackle comprises of two separate halves which are 

joined together with a center chock and secure taper pin, which 

locks to the halves together. Kanters are used to join together 

majority of chains and typically in the marine industry they are 

used to join together anchor and mooring chains. 
Dismantling the kenter joining shackle for re-use is 

straightforward. Simplify use a punch to drive out the taper pin, 

this will dislodge the lead pellet which holds the pin in place. 

Then tap the center chock away and the two halves will 

disassemble. 

AL JAZEERAH MARINE supplies a wide range of Kenter Shackles 

to variety of sizes.  

Key Features: 

Made from heavy 

duty forged steel 

Used to join two 

anchor chains 

together 

Used in the marine 

industry to join 

together mooring 

and anchor chains 

Variety of sizes and 

weight available 

Supplied as an ex-

stock item 
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